Newsletter

April 2022

President’s Message

ATTENTION: ALL MEMBERS

NEXT MEETING:

Is it April or March? I can’t tell with the weather, one
day it hits 70 & the next we are back in the 50’s. The
trout stocking has been underway but not too many are
catching. Everyone has been saying that the water is
still too cold. The hatches haven’t been happening and
the trout are way on the bottom with lock jaw!!
While our thoughts are on trout, we have several
articles in the Newsletter on tips for trout. But to really
give you insight to our freshwater fisheries, we are
excited to have Adam Kautza, Coldwater Fisheries
Resources Project Leader for Massachusetts Division
of Fisheries and Wildlife and an avid fly fisherman.
Adam will be giving a presentation on his work to
protect and enhance the rivers that we love to fish. He
will be talking about the current state of our
Massachusetts fisheries, the stocking program, and the
future directions the state is looking to pursue in
regards to our fisheries. This is your chance to get
some real answers.
Most of us can’t wait to get on the board with our first
stripers for 2022. So, what is your guess for the
migration to get here? The On The Waters Striper
Migration Map of April 15th shows them midway up
the CT coast. So it might be another week or two
before we hear “that fresh schoolie stripers have been
reported in Buzzards Bay and along the southside of
the Cape.”
By the way, at our last meeting we forgot to hold our
annual elections for club officers and board members.
The club will be holding the annual elections for
officers at the April 26th meeting. If you are upset
with the way things are going or have some new
ideas, now is your chance to step up and make some
changes.

Calendar

Tuesday April 26, 2022
South Foxboro Community Center
382 South St. Foxboro, MA 02035
Time: 630pm to 9pm
some thoughts:
May—Ninigret Pond, RI Worm Hatch

May–September—Stripers possible Wednesday
nights. Spots such as Scortons, Maritime Academy,
Bell Rd, Wollaston Beach and Quincy at low tide
RI other spots tbd as well.
Trout possible: Swift, Deerfield, Westfield or area
ponds

October--November – Shad, Narrow River, RI
Don’t Forget: Tickets for Capt. Ray’s guided trip. You
probably know a number of people who would love to
do this charter with Ray! So buy some for you and
then sell them tickets too. They are $15.00 a ticket or
two for $25. Come and get them at our meeting, ask
any board member or email me, your fearless Pres.
This is the best investment you can make to have a
guided saltwater trip.
Don’t Forget to come by our booth this weekend at
the Fly Fishing Expo in Marlborough.
We are always looking for ideas and new members.
Invite someone you know or don’t know, who might
be interested in fly fishing, to a meeting. At the
meetings voice your opinions, we need your input, this
is your club.

May 24th X-Roads Annual BBQ location TBD

Tight lines looking forward to seeing you and meeting
new members.

We are working on a fishing trip schedule and here are

Ed
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April 26th meeting Presentation
“Massachusetts Coldwater Fisheries” by Adam Kautza

Adam is the Coldwater Fisheries Project Leader for Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and Wildlife. Much of his work is
focused on developing applied research projects for management, monitoring, and conservation of our wild trout fisheries
across Massachusetts. He will be providing some details on the status and distribution of our wild trout resources in
Massachusetts as well as updates on several projects including wild trout stream classification, Swift River fish assemblage
monitoring and Rainbow Trout movement and survival project, and the Deerfield River Brown Trout project.
What is a Coldwater Fish Resource?
A Coldwater Fish Resource (CFR) is a waterbody (stream, river, or tributary thereto) used by reproducing coldwater fish to
meet one or more of their life history requirements. CFRs are particularly sensitive habitats. Changes in land and water use
can reduce the ability of these waters to support trout and other kinds of coldwater fish. Identification of CFRs are based
on fish samples collected annually by staff biologists and technicians.
Coldwater fish include:
• Longnose Sucker (Catostomus catostomus)
• Slimy sculpin (Cottus cognatus)
• Lake chub (Couesius plumbeus)
• American Brook Lamprey (Lethenteron appendix)
• Burbot (Lota lota)
• Rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss)
• Rainbow Smelt (Osmerus mordax)
• Landlocked salmon (Salmo salar)
• Brown Trout (Salmo trutta)
• Brook Trout (Salvelinus fontinalis)
• Lake Trout (Salvelinus namaycush)
The Division of Fisheries and Wildlife maintains a list of waters that are identified as Coldwater Fish Resources (CFR). The
CFRs are shown on a map on their website which is updated annually. Conservation commissions, planning commissions,
land trusts, consultants, and town open space committees may find this information useful for conservation planning.
NOTE: New streams are sampled and evaluated yearly. There are more than 11,000 miles of streams and rivers in the
Commonwealth, not all of which have been sampled. The CFRs are updated and posted annually to reflect the most
current fisheries surveys, but CFR listings may be identified frequently in the interim.

3 Tips for Swinging Flies for Trout & Other Species
by Kent Klewein

Tip 1: Don’t Hold Your Rod Tip Too High Off The Water When Swinging Flies
One technique flaw that I see a lot of my clients’ make on the water when they’re swinging flies is they hold the
rod tip too high off the water. In many cases, when you do this during the swing, it will create a belly of slack
between the rod tip and the fly line on the water. Slack makes it more difficult to detect subtle strikes during the
swing. To fix this problem, I tell my clients to always keep the tip of the fly rod on or very close to the surface of
the water during the swing. Doing so, it keeps slack to minimum and they find it much easier to feel bites during
the swing. The only times, in my opinion, that you want to raise your rod tip off the water during the swing, is
when you’re performing a Leisenring lift or you need to raise the fly up in the water column so it doesn’t snag the
stream bottom. Before all you veteran swinger junkies start bashing me with comments, understand this tip is for
anglers that are newbies to swinging flies.

Tip 2: Don’t Set the Hook Too Hard When Swinging Flies
One of the hardest things for me to learn when I first started swinging flies was adjusting my hook set. When you
swing flies correctly you don’t have near as much slack in your fly line during the drift as you do when your
presenting a fly on a dead-drift. Since you don’t have all that slack to eliminated during the hook set, you don’t
need as big or hard of a hook set to successfully hook fish. I’ve found a smooth, conservative sweeping hook set
works best when swinging flies. Especially when you’re fishing tiny nymphs or wet flies. Only if you’re streamer
fishing and you’re worried about a big hook penetrating to you want to give it extra power during the hook set.
Furthermore, since you’re hooking most of your fish directly downstream of you, it can be really easy for fish to
give you a few head shakes after the hook set and spit the hook. After you’ve felt tension, and gotten a successful
hook up on the swing, take your time during the early stages of the fight, so you don’t pull the hook free. Once the
fish stops shaking its head, you can then raise your rod tip and begin increasing your fighting pressure.

Tip 3: Don’t Forget About Adjusting Angler Position
They’re are times when even the best cast and presentation you’ve got won’t allow you to swing your flies into
the kitchen. Sometimes the only way for you to get the fly in front of the fish, and get an eat, is to adjust your
position in the water between you and your target (take a few steps out, downstream or upstream). A prime
example of when you’d want to do this is when you’re trying to swing your flies against the far bank. Often in this
situation the drag from different current speeds you’re fishing across will speed up your flies too fast and suck
them out of the strike zone before you can get your flies to the fish. A lot of the time if you just reposition
yourself, you’ll find it makes all the difference in getting that perfect drift.
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Don’t forget to come by
and see the
Crossroads Anglers Booth
at →

Let it ride
By Daniel Galhardo

Don’t recast your fly until it’s had a chance.
It takes some time to learn how to read water well. But, at least when it comes to fishing mountain streams, the
concept is easy to grasp: fish are looking for food and shelter, and don’t want to spend a lot of energy looking for
food. Currents bring them food, slow water and breaks in the current gives them shelter. With that in mind we
quickly learn that seams where current meets calm water may be the best places to target with our flies.
Once we learn this basic piece of information, we all want our fly to land with 100% accuracy where we suppose
fish will be. But, hey, sometimes it won’t!
In recent days I have been taking a lot of people fishing. Most were new to fly-fishing and to tenkara. After giving
them some basic instructions on how to open the rod, how to tie the line to the rod tip and tippet to the tenkara line
and then tie the fly onto it, I would teach them how to cast.
It’s been said that anyone can learn how to cast with tenkara in a matter of minutes. I have found that on average it
takes 7 or 8 casts to learn how to cast with tenkara fairly well, and I’m not exaggerating. But, like anything, it
takes time to get the tiny fly to land exactly where they want. If I had to guess, I’d say that in the beginning about
70% of their casts will land in the vicinity of where they wanted. Perhaps 25% will land just off the target zone.
And, of course, about 5% will land on the trees in front or behind them, but that’s a different article for a different
day.
The 25% slightly off-target casts is what I’m interested in making a point about. Actually, it doesn’t matter if it’s
25%, 50%, or even if you’re a bit off on just 5% of your casts. The point I want to make is that if you miss your
intended target by just a little bit, don’t recast immediately, let it ride!
What I noticed in the last few days of taking people fishing is that very often when their flies didn’t land exactly
where they had intended, they would immediately recast. The instant the fly touched the water, perhaps just
downstream from the intended area, they would attempt to make a perfect cast. I noticed that over and over again.
But, most importantly, I noticed in many of these attempts, the place where their fly actually landed could have
held fish.
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Perhaps the fly didn’t land in the very obvious foamy whirlpool pocket behind a boulder, but rather it landed just
downstream from it, on a nice slick of water they had not noticed; or, the line didn’t stretch out perfectly and
landed just a bit short of their target, but on a micro-seam they didn’t realize was there.
So, I started telling “my students” if the fly doesn’t land exactly where you wanted, don’t cast it immediately, let it
drift for a few seconds before casting. There is a chance it will get in front of a fish. Reducing the number of
immediate recasts has the added benefit of lessening the chance of spooking fish with a lot of motion. Of course,
not every spot will hold fish, and some of the missed casts will land in places that almost certainly don’t have a
fish. But, I think overall it may be a good habit.
Immediately correcting a “mistake” is a hard instinct to overcome. And, yes, we all want our flies to land on that
obvious “foam-is-home” pool, or on the calm piece of water we suppose a big one is hiding. But, when your fly
doesn’t land there, try letting it ride and see what happens. After all the fly that is in the water is the fly that
catches the fish, and fish are not only in the places we suppose they will be
----------------------------------------------------------

Selecting Flies: Trigger Mechanisms, Masking Hatches, and Drag
By: Paul Weamer
Anglers who wish to tie or purchase the best fish-catching flies need to understand trigger mechanisms. A trigger
mechanism is a fly pattern component that makes a fish choose to eat it. Many times a trout has swum beneath my
dry fly, looking at it, but refusing to eat it. Those flies did not have good trigger mechanisms for that fish on that
day.
This is a relatively common phenomenon, particularly in famous fisheries where the trout are wild and often
caught and released more than once during a fishing season. These fish have been programmed to be more
cautious when they feed, making them difficult to catch. But they are also often the largest fish, so it’s hard to just
ignore them in favor of easier targets. So how does an angler find a trigger mechanism?
First, you need to make sure that you’re imitating the proper aquatic insect hatch. On fertile waters, it’s common
for more than one insect to be hatching at a time. Wild fish are often individualistic feeders so, simultaneously,
one might be eating mayfly spinners while another is feeding on midges and yet one more is eating caddisflies.
Anglers call these overlapping insect emergences masking hatches, particularly if one hatch is heavy and obvious
while the other hatches are sparse.
Once you determine what the fish is eating, then you need to find the best fly pattern with a triggering mechanism.
This can be a large, oversized wing, or heavy hackle, that gets the fish’s attention. Using flies that are tied larger
than the naturals during heavy mayfly emergences and spinnerfalls is sometimes a triggering mechanism. Adding
a little bit of flashy, synthetic materials to your fly patterns can sometime trigger a trout to feed. Incorporating a
trailing shuck that makes the fly look more vulnerable will often work. But just about anything that can be a
triggering mechanism can also be the reason a trout won’t eat your fly. So how do you know where to start?
There is no easy, one-size-fits-all answer. You might have to try several fly patterns, one at a time, and let the fish
tell you what is best. Generally you want to fish as simply as possible. So I start my day with natural colored flies,
sized as close to the natural as possible, on the longest leader I can fish for that given water (small streams will
require shorter leaders than large rivers), and I fish those flies drag free.

When an artificial fly floats unnaturally because it is tied to the fly rod, it is called drag. Unnatural drag is
probably the greatest hindrance for catching fish. This phenomenon is the exact opposite of a triggering
mechanism, and is more akin to a large neon sign screaming, “Do not eat me!” Drag can be combated two ways:
Using longer leaders with finer tippets and by mending the fly line.
Mending the line is done by moving it to a place in the air or water where the effects of drag are least. Aerial
mends, like the reach cast, are done in the air before the fly is laid on the water. You perform a reach cast by
smoothly sweeping the rod upstream as the line straightens, just before it settles to the water. This cast creates
slack in the system by putting the fly downstream of the leader and line. The fly can now float drag free until the
line and leader catch up to it. You can also mend on the water by gently flipping the fly line between your rod tip
and leader up or down stream to control drag.
If I’m not catching fish and I’m getting good drag-free drifts, then it’s time to try something else. Perhaps the
trigger will be found by imitating another aquatic insect, or with another fly pattern to imitate the same insect.
Maybe it will be found by moving my fly rather than fishing it drag free. The only way to know is to try. And it’s
this game that is seldom played the same way with the same flies two days in a row, which keeps us from getting
bored even after fly fishing for decades. The following fly patterns each have their own triggering mechanisms
that are created by the choice of materials used to tie them and how they are fished.
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CA CLASSIFIEDS
(A recent addition to the Club’s Newsletter)
Great Fly-tying tool addition $40.00

Note: sale does not include tools

Contact Joel K at joelkessler3@comcast.net

Orvis Fly Fishing Vest

Reduced →

$29.95 or Best Offer

Size – Large, 21" long
Condition – Preowned, but like new. Not sure if it was ever used.
The vest is constructed of a rugged fabric of 55% cotton/45% poly poplin. The fly-fishing vest
has sixteen pockets, including ample cargo pocket in the rear for extra fly-fishing gear, rain
jacket, or lunch. Includes a loop in the back for attaching a fly-fishing net.
Contact Ed at erosenbloom@gmail.com or 339-237-0540
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Cabela’s Wind River Fly Rod

Make an Offer

$39.99 or Best Offer

Wind River 8’6” 5 wt.
Condition: Like new
No rod tube
Excellent starter or backup fly rod
Contact Ed at erosenbloom@gmail.com or 339-237-0540

Make an Offer (fair price no low ball)
The lowest price I have seen for this out-of-print book is $120….

Contact Ed at erosenbloom@gmail.com or 339-237-0540
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Captain Ray’s Guided Charter Trip Raffle
Tickets are STILL Available. Ask any board member. They are $15.00 a ticket. Or 2 tickets
for $25.00. Only 75 tickets will be sold!!

Drawing will be for 1 raffle winner with 1 or 2 guests. Don’t forget to ask
yourfishing buddies if they’d like to purchase tickets too!
THE DRAWING WILL BE HELD AT THE Spring BBQ MEETING!!
The trip includes 8 hours of fly or spin fishing with Captain Ray Stachelek in
Rhode Island.

For more info on the Captain go to: www.castaflycharters.com

2022 Crossroads Anglers Officers
Ed Rosenbloom .......... President
Steve Dewar............. Vice President/Webmaster
Izzy Bettencourt ........ Membership Chair
Sumner Levine .......... Treasurer
Howie deBeck........... Advising Board Member
Joel Kessler. ............. Advising Board Member
Russell Glen .............. Advising Board Member
Gary Johnson… ............... Advising Board Member
Dan Deneault ............Newsletter
Bob Dewar. .............. RaffleMaster
Please visit our website:
www.crossroadsanglers.com
For contact info on any Club Officer

This is our monthly newsletter for the 2021-2022 season.
Best Wishes to All to Continue to Stay Safe and Stay Well!
See you Soon!!

